Title word cross-reference

Accessible [WLH10]. Accounting [Hec19].

Background [CCH15]. Balanced [LYW+19]. Balancing [HS19]. Ballet [KSL+15]. BAMB [LYW+19]. Bargaining [HDTG15, KAH12]. Based [ACPS17, ABO17, ASSR18, BBM17, BDP12, CGZ18, CUG+12, CZP+14, CYKL16, CRRH11, CDW+19, DDI+16, DOTD16, DTL15, EK15, EL14, FDE15, FZX15, GLL+17, GRR+15, HCCY15, HDPH16, HLL14, HMCW15, JJ14, JJ15, JG+17, KW17, KFP18, LCD17, LHS18, LDC18, LBP19, LDP+12, LTS+15, LYWW18, MFI19, MRJ16, NYBG17, PMR+17, Pat15, RHD+12, SKF+14, ST19, SRJP12, WSM14, WJY+18, WMR17, XTW17, YQ16, YMC16, YTH17, ZYSL12, ZWH17, ZL19, ZZZ+11, ZCG15, CFG13, CDS13, GJ13, GQY+19, HM19, HLT11, HKO13, LSO11, ME13, RVRJ11, RC13, RYS10, SGD13, TDVC13, THY+11, TAL+19, TNSP13, YJHL11, ZCL5, LHC+13].


Car [NTM+16], cardiopulmonary [BCC+13], Carefulness [FXR+17], Caregivers [CCL15], Carved [LC15], Case [EL14, KAH+16, MOC+11], DaHa11, EvdHW13, Cash [ZZZ+19], Cash-Out [ZZZ+19]. Choice [HTSC+13], Characterization [ABB+13], changes [SKOM13], City [ABTS15, JCH14, MFLP14, YMLM16, ZQP+15], ZLH18, YMLM16. Centric [KKG18, ZZZ+11], CCW+19. Challenge [ZSLC19]. Challenges [HGE17, ZFH+18], Change [WPA+12], changes [SKOM13], Channel [ZZZ+19]. Characterization [ABB+15]. Characterizing [YFJ+18], Charging [MBR+14], chatting [HL+11], Check [HWT17, JCH14, LX14, SMX15, YKTL14]. Check-In [HWT17, LX14, SMX15, YKTL14]. Check-ins [JCH14], Children [YLS15]. Chiller [PMSR11], Chinese [ZDC+13]. Choice [HTSC+17, OY13], Choosing [RKH14, RK15], CIC [ZCZ+14]. Citation [KKC+15]. Cities [ABO17], Citizen [YMLM16]. Citizen-Sourcing [YMLM16]. City [ABTS15, JCH14, MFLP14, YMLM16, ZQP+15], ZLH18, YMLM16. City-Scale [MFLP14, ZQP+15]. Class [AKR+18, BLAK19, JSL+19, WHC13]. Classification [BTTT19, BLAK19, DTL15, GZZY17, HWL+17, KCS18, LCY+18, MRW+12, MG16, SKF+14, WMH18, ZLZ+17, GPSB11, SHZ13, WHC13]. Classifier [GQY+19, HLT11], classifying [BVCH13]. CLEaVER [LNO+18], Click [AC15, CWCK15], clinical [LDK+13], Closer [Wid17], Cloud [CUG+12, HTM15, JPS+16]. Cluster [JJ14], Cluster-Based [JJ14], Clustering [EL14, HCTC12, KPF18, TRDD12, ZL12, ZWZ+19, LMWS13], Clusters [Pat15], CNN [WJY+18], CNNs [ST19], Co [KCS18, LLF+19, ZFH+18], Co-Saliency [ZFJ+18, LLF+19], Co-Training [KCS18], coaching [LWLC13], Coalition [BFC+17], Coalitions [PMR+17, FT10], Coarse [OLY+17], Co-Clustering [HMCW15], Coding [FWZ17, YZSL12], Cognitive [LWC+18], Cold [LHS18], Cold-Start [LHS18], Collaboration [MOC+11, SRB15], Collaborative [CSN+17, FS17, JH14, WSGM14, BCD+13, ERR13, LH13], Collection [HB12, YJHL11], Collection-based [YJHL11], Collections [TRH12], Collective [GST12, WFZ+18, YQ16], College [WML17, YLC+19, BSW+13], Collocation [LWWL11], collocation [WCBK11], Colonography [MMDY15], Color [CCZ+15, WH+11], Color-Guided [CCZ+15], colorblindness [WLH10], COM [RC13], Combating [SQJ+19], Combination [HYL+18], Combined [FDE15], Combining [SPDR15], Comfort [ASSR18], Comfort-Based [ASSR18], commentary [WW13], Comments [GW17], Commentosphere [PSLB12], commitment [BBMP13], Commodity [WYM17], Common [Hec19], Commonsense [HB12], Communication [CHP17, CABD13, CAB+13], Communities [BR15, CCWS17, TY14, YL14], Community [BBM17, CZP+14, CBP13, KLL17, PBvL14, TPG+19, WFZ+18, WLH17, YCGH12, ZNWC14, ZMH+15, Goo10], Community-Based [CZP+14], companion [TZY+13], Comparison [VNL+19, BCD+13], Completion [ZWH17], Complex [ASW+19, JPS+16, ZSY+12], Complier [CDGZ16], Component [LGL+16], Comprehensive [LJLZ19].

Cultural [YZQ16, Bai10, LN10, YNS13].

AAX13, BVCH13, BK11, CDK+13, KDC13, LHJ+11, LZZS11, MGB+11, PMSR11, TZY+13, YCP+13. Data-Driven [ACPS17, ODP+17, SCLZ17, ZWGW17, PCF+19].

Depth-Based Density [LC15, LSQ11, SSZ+13]. density-based [LSQ11].

Dependence [GDC19]. Dependent [WZZ+16, RCN10].

Deployment [SCLZ17]. Depth [CCZ+15, ZCG15]. Depth-Based [ZCG15].

Depth-Selective [CCZ+15]. Describe [LH12]. Description [PBvL14, OY13].

Description-Driven [PBvL14]. Descriptive [FZX15]. Descriptor [GDWJ15].

Design [MJVL16]. Detect [YY15, MSSV11]. Detecting [CCWS17, HM19, SKOM13, TY14, LMC+15].

Detection [BBM17, CCH15, FXR+17, KZL+17, KLL17, KW17, LLF+19, LC15, MRW+12, MFI19, MWS+18, PBvL14, WPA+12, WLH17, XZH+17, ZQP+15, ZLT15, ZLY+18, ZFH+18, ZZZ+19, ZZZ+19, CDS13, CBP13, SSZ+13].


Diagnosis [AGP17, LWC+18].

Diagram [SPDR15]. Difference [LCV+15].

Different [ABB+15, GKG+11, KF18].

Differential [KLL17]. Difficulty [TPG+19].


Direct [KKG18, LG16]. Directions [QCL15, CAB+13]. Directly [XXL+17].

Dirichlet [LZCS11, TY14].

Disaggregation [LZ18, WCBL18].

Disasters [SSZ+17]. Disclosure [ARGK15, HTM15]. Discover [ZW19].

Discovering [FGP11]. Discovery
[CWLZ15, LYW¹⁺¹⁹, LC16, Pat15, SSV19, YCGH12, ZLB¹⁺¹⁶, ZZGH19, ZMH¹⁺¹⁵, DSM¹⁺¹¹, Edi13, LHJ¹⁺¹¹, TZY¹⁺¹³].

**Discrete** [LC16, SSL¹⁺¹⁸]. **Discriminant** [XZH¹⁺¹⁷]. **Discriminative** [DLGT19, LCD18]. **Disease** [UAS15].

**Diseases** [UAS15], **disjuncts** [Dha11].

**Disorders** [XZH¹⁺¹⁷]. **Dispatching** [YTH17]. **Display** [CMR15]. **Dissimilar** [DPSS19]. **Dissipative** [LLZW17].

**Distance** [HJTZ12, WHJ¹⁺¹¹, WHC13].

**Distant** [SP16]. **Distinguishing** [BDP12].

**Distributed** [HWCL17, MMDY15, ODF¹⁺¹⁷, ZZZ¹⁺¹⁹].

**Distribution** [HWCL17, ZYH¹⁺¹⁷, ME13].

**Distributional** [Mar13]. **Diversification** [XXL¹⁺¹⁷]. **Diversified** [WLC¹⁺¹⁶].

**Diversifying** [KSKÇ¹⁺¹⁵]. **Diversity** [BBS¹⁺¹⁶, CWLZ15, MG16, XXL¹⁺¹⁷].

**Divide** [WMH18]. **Divide-and-Conquer** [WMH18]. **DMAD** [SCLZ17]. **Document** [RHD¹⁺¹², ZL12]. documents [ESNN13].

**Doing** [ZZZ¹⁺¹¹]. **Domain** [LHS18, MFI¹⁺¹⁹, Min16, WHR13].

**Domains** [Min16, MGSI17b]. **Domestic** [PMR¹⁺¹⁷].

**Double** [DLGT19, PKCC¹⁺¹⁸, ZCL¹⁺¹⁸].

**Double-Sided** [PKCC¹⁺¹⁸], down [CST13].

**Drawn** [JTZ¹⁺¹¹]. **Drifts** [LWH12].

**drinking** [BSW¹⁺¹³]. **Driven** [ACP17, BC19, ODF¹⁺¹⁷, PBvL14, RSCOVCM¹⁺¹⁷, SCLZ¹⁺¹⁷, YWZ¹⁺¹⁷, ZSL¹⁺¹⁵, ZGW¹⁺¹⁷, CCL¹⁺¹³, LHG¹⁺¹¹, PCF¹⁺¹⁹].

**Driver** [ZLT¹⁺¹⁵]. **Driving** [NTM¹⁺¹⁶]. **Drug** [YY¹⁺¹⁵, YL¹⁺¹⁷].

**Dual** [CDW¹⁺¹⁹, HLT¹⁺¹¹].

**dualearner** [HLT¹⁺¹¹]. **DUCT** [ODF¹⁺¹⁷].

**Dutch** [SDD¹⁺¹⁶].

**Duty** [LCCT¹⁺¹²].

**Dynamic** [CCWS17, DPC¹⁺¹⁶, GJSC¹⁺¹⁶, HLGW¹⁺¹⁷, RSCOVCM¹⁺¹⁷, SGJC¹⁺¹⁸, SS¹⁺¹¹, TY¹⁺¹⁴, WPA¹⁺¹², BNS¹⁺¹³].

**Dynamics** [DCF¹⁺¹⁸, GRR¹⁺¹⁵, LH¹⁺¹², PEK¹⁺¹⁶, Gin¹⁺¹³].

**Dystemo** [SP16].

**EachWiki** [WFJY¹⁺¹²]. **Early** [BCC¹⁺¹³, KZL¹⁺¹⁷, XZH¹⁺¹⁷]. **Economic** [PMR¹⁺¹⁷, ZLH¹⁺¹⁸].

**Edge** [NDW¹⁺¹⁹, SSV¹⁺¹⁹, TAL¹⁺¹⁹].

**Edge-specific** [SV¹⁺¹⁹]. **Editing** [LLDT¹⁺¹⁶, SPDR¹⁺¹⁵].

**Editor** [SRB¹⁺¹⁵].

**EMMC** [XZH¹⁺¹⁵]. **Effect** [CDGZ¹⁺¹⁶, He¹⁺¹⁹, PCL¹⁺¹⁸].

**Effective** [CCG¹⁺¹³, FZX¹⁺¹⁵, MRJ¹⁺¹⁶, WZY¹⁺¹⁸, ZYSL¹⁺¹², ZLY¹⁺¹⁸]. **Effectively** [RK¹⁺¹⁴].

**Effectiveness** [SGJC¹⁺¹⁸].

**Effects** [GW¹⁺¹⁷, LCLG¹⁺¹⁹, LG¹⁺¹⁶, SDXG¹⁺¹⁶]. **Efficient** [BBM¹⁺¹⁷, CYYL¹⁺¹⁸, CTY¹⁺¹⁹, LCT¹⁺¹², LM¹⁺¹¹, RK¹⁺¹⁵, RZS¹⁺¹⁵, WCB¹⁺¹⁸, XKW¹⁺¹⁶, XZW¹⁺¹⁵, ZFW¹⁺¹⁷, CCG¹⁺¹³, FTCP¹⁺¹³, TAL¹⁺¹⁹].

**Effort** [RFJ¹⁺¹⁶].

**Ego** [CCW¹⁺¹⁹].

**Ego-centric** [CCW¹⁺¹⁹]. **Egocentric** [CXW¹⁺¹⁹]. **Elderly** [LCL¹⁺¹⁸].

**Elders** [SMGM¹⁺¹⁵].

**Electric** [MBR¹⁺¹⁴].

**Electricity** [PMR¹⁺¹⁷]. **Electricity-Based** [PMR¹⁺¹⁷].

**Electro** [BC¹⁺¹⁹].

**Electro-Mechanical** [BC¹⁺¹⁹].

**Electromyogram** [ZZD¹⁺¹⁷].

**Electronic** [XZH¹⁺¹⁷, BVCH¹⁺¹³, ZT¹⁺¹¹, ZC¹⁺¹³].

**elicitation** [ERR¹⁺¹³].

**eligibility** [LKD¹⁺¹³].

**Embedding** [WFZ¹⁺¹⁸].

**Emergency** [YTH¹⁺¹⁷].

**emerging** [CDS¹⁺¹³].

**Emilia** [CGMC¹⁺¹¹].

**Emilia-Romagna** [CGMC¹⁺¹¹].

**EMMA** [KAH¹⁺¹⁶].

**Emotion** [KAH¹⁺¹⁶, SP¹⁺¹⁶, YC¹⁺¹²].

**Empathetic** [KAH¹⁺¹⁶].

**empirical** [BCD¹⁺¹³].

**Empowering** [CCL¹⁺¹⁵].

**Enable** [GDC¹⁺¹⁹].

**Enabling** [XZW¹⁺¹⁵].

**Encoded** [BC¹⁺¹⁹].

**Encoding** [ZCL¹⁺¹⁸].

**Encoding-Layer** [ZCL¹⁺¹⁸].

**End** [CDR¹⁺¹⁹, THL¹⁺¹⁵].

**End-to-End** [THL¹⁺¹⁵].

**End-User** [CDR¹⁺¹⁹].

**Endpoint** [LG¹⁺¹⁶].

**Energy** [LCCT¹⁺¹², LZ¹⁺¹⁸, PMR¹⁺¹⁷, TAL¹⁺¹⁹, XZW¹⁺¹⁵, ZSL¹⁺¹⁵, ZFW¹⁺¹⁷, RVR¹⁺¹¹].

**Energy-Efficient** [LCCT¹⁺¹², XZW¹⁺¹⁵, ZFW¹⁺¹⁷, TAL¹⁺¹⁹].

**Engine** [LCM¹⁺¹²].

**Enhanced** [DJI¹⁺¹⁶].

**Ensemble** [JS¹⁺¹⁹, KCS¹⁺¹⁸, ZSY¹⁺¹²].

**Ensembles** [BFHP¹⁺¹², LNO¹⁺¹⁸].

**Entities** [KXZG¹⁺¹⁵].

**Entity** [LLY¹⁺¹², IWWZ¹⁺¹³].

**Entity-Relationship** [LL¹⁺¹²].

**Enumerating** [SRM¹⁺¹⁹].

**Environment** [PCL¹⁺¹⁸].
Faceted [TRH12].

Event-centric [CCW+19]. Event-Driven [ZSL+15].

Event [ASW+19], CCW+19, GZZY17, Min16, ZQP+15, ZSL+15, ZLY+18, ZL19, CST13, MMC+13. Event-Based [ZL19].

Exploratory [MGS17]. Exploring [CHP17, SST+15, WPL13, YZY+17, ZZD+17]. Expression [XTW17, WH10].

Expressions [JLH19]. expressive [LCH+13]. Extensible [XTW17, WH10].

Extension [CDW+19, ZLY12]. Extensions [LC16]. Extracting [ABTS15].

Faceted [ZSL13]. Extreme [ZZW+19].

Face [BDP12, DT16, LGL+16, LLDT16, LTS+15].

Facilitating [WFJY12]. Factor [ZGP+18].

Factorization [ZL19]. False [SLW13].


Filtering [CSN+17, JJ14, WSGM14, BCD+13, ERR13].

Financial [Dha11]. Find [LCY+15].

Finding [DPSS19, GLL+17, LCLG19]. Fine [OLY+17, WWZ+16, YTH17].


Folder [BD11]. FolderPredictor [BD11]. Folksonomy [CUG+12, FSS15, SHB+12].

Folksonomy-Based [CUG+12]. Following [SZS+17]. Footprints [MFLP14]. Force [GRR+15].

Forecasting [AAX+13, HYL+18, JJ15]. Foreground [CCH+15]. Forensics [DLGT19]. Forest [WAL18, ZZZ+19, MGB+11]. Forgery [LC15].

Formalizing [GS13]. Formation [BFC+17, WH10]. Foursquare [JCH14].

Framework [CCZ+15, CYKL16, DBDM16, FLLX18, HCCY15, HRCT16, HMS+14, HMCW15, KLL17, MG16, RKH14, SZC+14].

Faceted [TRH12].

Face [BDP12, DT16, LGL+16, LLDT16, LTS+15].

Facilitating [WFJY12]. Factor [ZGP+18].

Factorization [ZL19]. False [SLW13].


Filtering [CSN+17, JJ14, WSGM14, BCD+13, ERR13].

Financial [Dha11]. Find [LCY+15].

Finding [DPSS19, GLL+17, LCLG19]. Fine [OLY+17, WWZ+16, YTH17].


Folder [BD11]. FolderPredictor [BD11]. Folksonomy [CUG+12, FSS15, SHB+12].

Folksonomy-Based [CUG+12]. Following [SZS+17]. Footprints [MFLP14]. Force [GRR+15].

Forecasting [AAX+13, HYL+18, JJ15]. Foreground [CCH+15]. Forensics [DLGT19]. Forest [WAL18, ZZZ+19, MGB+11]. Forgery [LC15].

Formalizing [GS13]. Formation [BFC+17, WH10]. Foursquare [JCH14].

Framework [CCZ+15, CYKL16, DBDM16, FLLX18, HCCY15, HRCT16, HMS+14, HMCW15, KLL17, MG16, RKH14, SZC+14].

Faceted [TRH12].

Face [BDP12, DT16, LGL+16, LLDT16, LTS+15].

Facilitating [WFJY12]. Factor [ZGP+18].

Factorization [ZL19]. False [SLW13].


Filtering [CSN+17, JJ14, WSGM14, BCD+13, ERR13].

Financial [Dha11]. Find [LCY+15].

Finding [DPSS19, GLL+17, LCLG19]. Fine [OLY+17, WWZ+16, YTH17].


Folder [BD11]. FolderPredictor [BD11]. Folksonomy [CUG+12, FSS15, SHB+12].

Folksonomy-Based [CUG+12]. Following [SZS+17]. Footprints [MFLP14]. Force [GRR+15].

Forecasting [AAX+13, HYL+18, JJ15]. Foreground [CCH+15]. Forensics [DLGT19]. Forest [WAL18, ZZZ+19, MGB+11]. Forgery [LC15].

Formalizing [GS13]. Formation [BFC+17, WH10]. Foursquare [JCH14].

Framework [CCZ+15, CYKL16, DBDM16, FLLX18, HCCY15, HRCT16, HMS+14, HMCW15, KLL17, MG16, RKH14, SZC+14].

Faceted [TRH12].

Face [BDP12, DT16, LGL+16, LLDT16, LTS+15].

Facilitating [WFJY12]. Factor [ZGP+18].

Factorization [ZL19]. False [SLW13].


Filtering [CSN+17, JJ14, WSGM14, BCD+13, ERR13].

Financial [Dha11]. Find [LCY+15].

Finding [DPSS19, GLL+17, LCLG19]. Fine [OLY+17, WWZ+16, YTH17].


Folder [BD11]. FolderPredictor [BD11]. Folksonomy [CUG+12, FSS15, SHB+12].

Folksonomy-Based [CUG+12]. Following [SZS+17]. Footprints [MFLP14]. Force [GRR+15].

Forecasting [AAX+13, HYL+18, JJ15]. Foreground [CCH+15]. Forensics [DLGT19]. Forest [WAL18, ZZZ+19, MGB+11]. Forgery [LC15].

Formalizing [GS13]. Formation [BFC+17, WH10]. Foursquare [JCH14].

Framework [CCZ+15, CYKL16, DBDM16, FLLX18, HCCY15, HRCT16, HMS+14, HMCW15, KLL17, MG16, RKH14, SZC+14].


Gradient [CZL15]. Grained [WWZ+16, YTH17]. Grammars [LCKY14].

Granularity [HL+14]. Graph [BFC+17, FZX15, LS16, LCN+16, LCD17, LFL+19, PKH+17, RAZE18, SRMW19, WXY12, SZC11, THY+11]. graph-based [THY+11]. Graph-Constrained [BFC+17].

Graph-Mining [LS16]. Graph-Restricted [SRMW19].

high-density [SSZ+13],
High-Dimensional [PCC17],
High-Precision [LXM+18], highest
[BCC+13], Histogram [CHY15], History
[LX14], HMPSoCs [TAL+19]. Hoeffding
[BFHP12]. Home
[HNHB15, MND14, RC13], home-based
[RC13], homeostatic [RVRJ11]. Homes
[CPHL15]. Homogeneity [AGP17]. House
[LPR19]. Human [BL16, CKS10, FE15],
HAAM12, HDPH16, LMAP16, ODP+17,
PPPM18, RHF16, SSS+17, SS15, SRJP12,
TRH16, UAS15, WST+15, YSN+17, ZHL18,
ZLH18, FGP11, RC13, TBK+10].
Human-aware [CKS10]. Human-Like
[LMAP16]. Human-Robot
[HAAM12, TBK+10]. Human-Thing
[YSN+17]. Hybrid
[CCH15, SRJP12, BCD+13, HMCW15].
Hypergraph [FWZ17, XZM19].
Hyperlocal [TTFS18]. Hypotheses [TS17].

Identification
[FGL17, LYYWW18, MND14, SQJ+19,
SLR+16, TLLS17, WPA+12, BS+13].
Identify [WXYL12]. Identifying
[BR15, RHT+18, SR15, YG15]. IF
[CDR19]. II [HTDJ12]. iid [FNS16]. illiad
[MWS+18]. Illicit [YL17]. Image
[CHY15, DTL15, GHZ+17, KKG18,
LCN+16, LLZW17, LCV+18, OLY+17,
THY+11, TTLG17, TC19, WH11a, ZYT+15,
ZWH17, SZC11, WHL10, WHC13].
Image-Centric [KKG18]. image-to-class
[WHC13]. Imagery [HCTC12, RHF16].
Images
[CWR+16, LPR19, LC15, ZZS+15, THY+11].
Imbalance [BLAK19]. Imitation
[HAAM12]. Impact [FSS15, ZZD+17].
implications [WCBK11]. Implicit
[LLZW17, MKL1]. Improve [HCTC12,
KCTT16, RHF16, SMGMC+15, RBK+13].
Improved [LC15, TRDD12, MD13].
Improving [CDK+13, GJ13]. imputation
[PG13]. In-App [FLLX18]. Incentive
[LDTX16, YTH17]. Incentive-Aware
[YTH17]. Incentives [FS17, RFJ16].
Incomplete [BLAK19, HWT17, Zhu19].
incorporating [SLWW13]. Incremental
[WH18, YMC16, BCC+13]. Independence
[FNS16, ZZGH19]. Independent [ZZGH19].
index [DL13]. Indexing [LCM+12].
Indirect [LG16]. Individual
[MG16, PZ13, RYS10]. Indoor
[FDE15, YZY+17, SGD13]. Induction
[SHB+12]. Inductive [DJI+16]. Industrial
[CWR+16, KW17, WZS+15]. Infer
[LCCT12, WZHL14]. Inference
[CDGZ16, FNS16, GTM+14, GH18, ZLB+16,
ME13, SZC11]. inference-based [ME13].
Inferring [Hec19, HL19, HWT17, WCBK11].
Influence [BBM17, CZP+14, CCWS17,
LB19, Pat15, TY12, WXZ+16, ZC15].
Influence-Based [BBM17, Pat15].
influencing [HKO13]. Informatics
[CL15, RY13]. Information
[ARGK15, CHHH18, CCW+19, CRRH11,
FZX15, GLJ+14, HMCW15, JLL18, KAH12,
LMC+15, PZ16, PSLB12, RK15, SFX17,
SR17, STP+18, WHL17, ZHY+17, ZW19,
CBP13, KG11, PZ13, SKOM13, WHJ+11].
Infrastructure [HDPH16, BM+14].
Input [SDHS15]. ins [JCH14]. Insights
[HWCL17, KDC13]. Inspired [WAL18].
Instagram [YL17]. Insurance [NTM+16].
Integrate [PKCC18]. Integrated
[HL17, PKH+17]. Integrating
[CBP13, PKCC18]. Integration [YCGH12].
tegrative [WW13]. Intelligence
[AL18, CC12, GST12, GGY+15, KAH+16,
ZGW17]. Intelligent [CALK16, CL15,
FGL17, HGE17, HJZJ12, HTDJ12, IVS+16,
LCM+12, LZQ12, MMS17, NAPI14,
NDW+19, SYHB17, TL+19, WW13, Edi13,
FKS13, HTDJ11, LCD13, LLWC13, RY13,
YS13, YZEC13, ZPY11, MWS+18].
interacting [SZC+13]. Interaction
[HAAM12, YWZ+17, LMWS13].
Interaction-Driven [YWZ+17].
Interactions [HLNL18, YSN+17].
Interactive [CCW+19, LZP+12, RAZE18, WH11a, PCC10, YSJ13].
Interdata
[WZY+18].
Interest
[CYKL16, YGU15, YKTL14]. Interesting
[ZNWC14].
Interests
[WZHL14]. Interface
[NAPI14]. Interfaces
[DPSS19, LZCQ12].
Intermittent [PMR+17]. International
[RFI+11].
Intervention
[HM19, KPF18]. Intervention-Based
[KPF18, HM19]. interventions
[BVK10]. Intradata
[WZY+18]. Introduction
[BBGG13, BTYY17, CWL15, CALK16, CC12, CABB13, CL15, CCC+12, CSTZ16, Edi13, FS13, GST12, GY11, GGY15, GCZ11, GCZ13, HLY+14, HJZ+12, HYZ15, Hsu11, HTDJ11, HTDJ12, JLY+17, KN13, LLWC13, Lin11, LN10, LN11, LZCQ12, RY13, SYHB17, SA15, SY12, WDS13, Yan10, YNS13, YZEC13, ZPY11, ZCWAY14a].
Intrusion
[MFI19]. Invariant
[DT16, MWS+18]. IoT
[YTH17].
IoT-Based
[YTH17]. Irrelevance
[ZYH+17]. Isolated
[GME17]. Israel
[BI17].
Issue
[AJL18, BTYY17, CKW19, CWL15, CALK16, CL15, CSTZ16, GGY15, HLY+14, HYZ15, JLY+17, SA15, YMLM16, ZLB+16, ZGW17, BBGG13, Che10, GY11, Hsu11, HTDJ11, Lin11, LN10, ZPY11].
Italian
[CVMC11]. Item
[WYC+17, WYD+18, GJ13]. item-specific
[GJ13]. Items
[EK15]. Iteratively
[MWMH18].
Joint
[GT+14, LC15, XTW17, HLGW13, LSQ11].
Joyful
[Pac17]. JPEG
[DLGT19, LSQ11, LC15].
Just
[ABG+11].
Just-in-Time
[ABG+11].
Kernel
[LSZH18, MMDY15].
Keyword
[CWCK15]. Keywords
[ZWXZ12].
Kinect
[CCZ+15, KSL+15, SZX15]. KinectFusion
[FDE15]. Kinematic
[LMAP16]. Knockout
[VS11]. Knowledge
[DJ+16, GH18, Min16, OOD+17, SRJP12, WYY+19, Edi13]. Knowledge-Based
[SRJP12]. Knowledge-Leverage-Based
[DJ+16]. krypta
[FPVC13].
Label
[FLIX18, RV18, SKF+14, BLAK19, THY+11, YJHL11]. Labeled
[LWH+12].
Labeling
[ZSS+15, TLYW11]. Landmark
[GWJDJ15, SSHL13]. Landmarking
[WPA+12]. Language
[SZX15, ESNN13].
Large
[ASW+19, BWC15, CQZ+12, GON+12, HDTG15, LJC+11, PCC17, PCL18, TONGL17, WTK+19, FGP11, Hsu11, SSZ+13].
Large-Scale
[ASW+19, CQZ+12, HDTG15, LJC+11, PCC17, PCL18, WTK+19, FGP11, Hsu11].
laser
[SZC+13]. Lasso
[XK+16]. Latent
[GRR+15, RGH19, Siz12, SXZ15, YGCH12, LZS11]. Latent-Force-
[GRR+15]. Layer
[KLL17, ZCL+18]. LBSNs
[HYC+16]. LDA
[TRH16]. Learning
[BC19, BLL+14, CCL15, CYYL18, DJJ+16, GGY15, EMIF12, FC15, FZ16, FLIX18, GJSC16, GHZ+17, GY19, HY11, HAAM12, HCTC12, HJ21Z12, JLS+19, JH1L19, LC12, LCCT12, LCKY14, LLLW17, LCY+18, LCLG19, LSZH18, LNO+18, MSSV11, MKL11, Min16, MNSB15, NZW+17, NDW+19, PYD+17, PFC+19, PKH+17, PCC17, PS11, RV18, RAZE18, SC17, SZT12, SY12, VКА+19, WC12, WHC13, WZS+15, WZH16, WYJ+18, WFZ+18, WZYM19, WMH18, WYY+19, ZXAMS19, XZRI12, YLCT19, ZYT+15, ZCS+12, ZSY+12, ZY12, ZLZ+17, ZGP+18, ZHZ18, ZCWW18, ZWZ+19, ZX11, ZBZ12, ZCL+18, BSW+13, BPS13, DMM+11, ERR13, GPSB11, GXZ+11, Hsu11, HLT11, KDC13, LHG11, Lin11, SSZ+13, SZC+13, WH11b, WHJ+11]. learning-based
[HLT11]. Least
[LHS+18].
lecture
[YSJ13]. Lending
[ZGL+17].


Microbloggers [HL17]. microblogging [KN13]. Microblogs
[FXR+17, GZZY17, LJL+17, LYWW18].
Microprocessor [CCG+13]. Microscopic
[RXK+17]. Microtopic [LJL+17]. Minimal
[MJVL16]. Minimize [SLR+16].
Minimizing [GJSC16, GJC17]. Mining
[ASW+19, BMTT16, BCGJ11, CPHL15,
CCC+12, EL14, FE15, HCCY15, JGL+15,
JPL13, LS16, LHJ+11, LWH12, LLL+16,
LX14, LJC+11, LYWW18, PFS17, PPPM18,
PSRL12, RAZE18, SMX15, SLH13, WH18,
YY15, YSN+17, YLT13, YKTL14, ZSS+15,
ZZC12, Zhe15, ZCX+15, BVCH13, BK11,
BBGG13, MGB+11, PMSR11, RC13].
Misinformation [LYWW18]. Missing
[CDGZ16, DCM15]. Mitigation
[AGP17, SQJ+19]. Mixture [LC16].
Mobile [CHP17, CCK+18, GWDJ15,
GME17, JLX+17, LZY+16, NZW+17,
SFX17, WMR17, XZW+15, YZW+17, ZS18,
ZFWL17, ZCX+15, BGSMS13a, CKS10,
Edi13]. Mobility [ABO17, FGL17, HS19,
LCLN18, PPPM18, SJS+17, WZF+18,
YP+13, ZYW+15, ZHS18].
Mobility-on-Demand [HS19]. Modal
[GYT19]. Modality [WZZ+16].
Modality-Dependent [WZZ+16]. Mode
[RV18, SZT12]. Model
[CRHH11, EL14, GLL+17, GRR+15,
HYC+16, HLN18, JWJC16, KP17, LCI6,
LLZW17, MFI19, NYBG17, PAl6, PCC17,
SRJP12, WYC+17, WLF+18, WYD+18,
ZYS12, ZWZS16, ZCZW18, CDS13,
CZLS13, HLGW13, HLT11, ME13].
Model-Based [EL14, GRR+15]. Modeling
[AC15, CCL15, CHHH18, DWKP16, DJJ+16,
DCF+18, GRR+15, GOB+12, HL17, LZ18,
SZX15, YCHG12, ZC15, ZHZ18, LN10,
YNS13, ZT11, ZC13]. Modelling [LWC+18].
Models [EK15, GST12, HM19, KW17,
LH12, MNSB15, PFS17, RHG19, SLR+16,
ZSS+15, ZWZS16, Zhu19, Bai10, FGP11,
Gin13, HLJ11, LHS+13]. Modification
[CHY15]. modified [CLSL13]. Mondrian
[DL13]. Monitoring
[AKR+18, MGB+11, MMC+13, NTM+16,
VDL+19, WYM17, WCB18, RC13].
Monolingual [LWWL11, RBK+13]. Mood
[KAH+16]. Motion
[SRJP12, YZL+19, LMWS13].
Motion-Aware [YZL+19]. mouth [ZT11].
Movement [CCK+18, WWZ+16, LHJ+11].
Movements [LMAP16]. MoveMine
[LHJ+11]. Movie
[DBDM16, SBD13, LH13, SLH13]. Moving
[HCJM15, Pat15, LHJ+11]. Moving-Object
[HCJM15]. MS [KSL+15]. Multi [BLAK19,
CWCK15, DLGT19, FWZ17, FLLX18,
GDC19, GYT19, KLL17, KW17, LLL+18,
MF19, PCL18, RV18, SKF+14, SP16, SS11,
WJY+18, ZHZ18, ZWZ+19, Zhu19].
Multi-Agent [GDC19, SS11, Zhu19].
Multi-Category [SP16]. Multi-Click
[CWCK15]. Multi-Domain [MF19].
Multi-Factor [PCL18, LLL+18].
Multi-Hypergraph [FWZ17].
Multi-Keyword [CWCK15]. Multi-Label
[FLLX18, RV18, SKF+14, BLAK19].
Multi-Layer [KLL17]. Multi-Modal
[GYT19]. Multi-Objective [SKF+14].
Multi-scale [DLGT19]. Multi-Threaded
[KW17]. Multi-View
[FLLX18, WJY+18, ZHZ18, ZWZ+19].
Multiagent
[CGZ18, DPC16, JD15, BNS13, FS13, ZC13].
Multiagent-Based [CGZ18].
Multicontext [OLY+17]. Multiexpert
[SDHS15]. Multifeature
[GWDJ15, LGZ+17]. Multifocal [GXZ+11].
Multigroup [HMCW15]. Multilabel
[JLL18]. Multimedia [HTDJ12, JGL+15,
JLX+17, LTW+16, NZW+17, PCL18,
SSL+18, BK11, HTDJ11, WH11b].
Multimodal [YL17]. Multimodular
[SDD+16]. Multiobjective [RZS+15].
Multiobjects [WXZ+16]. multipartite
[SLWW13]. Multiperson [WYM17].


On-Device [GW19]. Onboard [MRW+12]. One [AKR+18]. One-Class [AKR+18]. Online [AKR+18, BWC15, BL+14, BR15, FE15, GHZ+17, HTSC+17, HL19, HWT17, HYL+18, LSZH18, MGS17b, RSC0VCM17, SA15, SLR+16, WXYL12, WYY+19, ZWL+15, ZLH18, GPSB11, SSZ+13, SZC+13, ZDC+13].


Outcome [CLBM15, SDXG16]. Outcomes
Preference [BLL+14]. Preferences
LCKY14, ZCX+15, GJ13, RCN10.
Prerequisite [CLBM15]. Presentation
[CCL15]. Preservation [GLJ+14]. Prices
[LPR19]. Pricing [HS19, JD15]. Principles
[TZ17]. Prior [ZZL+19]. Prioritization
[PSRL12]. PRISM [TLLS17]. Privacy
[GLJ+14, PPPM18, TC19, ZD+17, HBSC13, WCKB11]. Privacy-aware
[TC19]. privacy-sensitive [WCKB11]. Probabilistic
[BK11, HLJ11, LCKY14, PG13, WLFX+18, FGP11]. Problem
[ZSY+12, GXZ+11]. Problem-Solving
[ZSY+12]. Problems
ODF17, SSS11, SD12, VKLY18. Process
DB16, LGZ+17, LCJ+19, MMS17, TY14, VDL+19. Processes
BWC15, FNS16, LZ18. Processing
BTYY+17, DL13, LZCS11]. Products
HMS+14. Prof. [BI17]. Profession
TLLS17. Profile [ZS18]. Profiles
NTM+16. Profiling [FGL17, TWL11]. Profit
[ACPS17]. Programs [DB16]. Projection
PKCC18, ZLZ15. Promoting
BBS+16. Propagation
PEK+16, THY+11, YJHL11]. Prospects
ZGL+17. protocol [GS13]. protocols
BBMP13. Providers [BSRSS16]. proximity
[CXW+13]. Pruning [LNO+18]. Psychological
XZL12. PTIME
BGPS11. Publication [GLJ+14]. Pulse
WM17, ZYW+15]. Purchase
DSB+18, GG15. Purpose [HB12, LS16]. Purposes
[WLFX+18].

QoI [ZSL+15]. QoI-Aware [ZSL+15]. qualitative [FK13]. Quality [HDPH16]. Quantification
[LB19]. Queries
CHHH18, LLY12. Query
AC15, LJC+11, BGMS13b. Query-Aware
AC15. Question
GH18, TPG+19, WJY+18]. Questions
RHT+18, TPG+19]. Quick [HLNL18].

Random
[CST13, WAL18, YKTL14, CLSL13]. Random-Forest-Inspired [WAL18]. Rank
[DGZ15, HBB+16, LCN+16, ZLZ15, ZBZX12, ZMH+15, SHZ13]. Ranked
[UAS15]. Ranking [DOTD16, KCTT16, LNO+18, PFD+17, PCF+19, TY12, WSGM14, WMC18, CDK+13, LHZ13].
Ranking-Based [WSGM14]. Rapid
[BL16, LMAP16]. Rate [SSV19]. Rating
DBD16, GW17, ERR13. ratings
[CLSL13, ZDC+13]. RCMC [ABO17]. reaching
[BD11]. Reactions [YY15].

Reactor [DWKP16], reading [ESN13]. Real
[BB15, BFC+17, FSS15, HLNL18, LM11, TLW+15, TTSF18, ZLT15, ZLY+18, ZHZ18, BKB10]. Real-Life
[LM11]. Real-Time
[BB15, TLW+15, TTSF18, ZLT15, ZLY+18, ZHZ18, BKB10]. Real-Use
[HLNL18]. Real-World [FSS15]. Reality
[KSL+15, ZDZ+17]. Reason [ZFS+19].
Reasoning
[CXW+19, FK13]. recency
[CDK+13]. Recognition
[BDP12, DT16, GWDJ15, HRCT16, JGL+15, KAH+16, KNHB15, KXZG15, LGL+16, LTS+15, LZW17, MGS17b, MGSK19, OLY+17, SP16, SRJP12, SS11, SXZ15, TLWX15, XTW17, YC12, ZGP+18, ZCG15, HLJ11, LWZ13, WLG11, ZPY11].
Recognizing
[ABO17, WWZ+16, ZNYH11, Zhn19].
Recombination
[DB16]. recommend
[MK11]. Recommendation
[BBS+16, BSRRS16, CYKL16, CSN+17, DPSS19, EK15, FXHM16, FSS15, HMCW15, LGL+17, LTS+15, LZW17, MGS17b, MGSK19, OLY+17, SP16, SRJP12, SS11, SXZ15, TLWX15, XTW17, YC12, ZGP+18, ZCG15, HLJ11, LWZ13, WLG11, ZPY11].
Recommendation
[DOTD16, DCF+18, JJ15, KSKC+15, MG16, WLC+16, YKTL14, ZC15, ZNWC14, ZDC+13, ZXL].
Recommender
[AT15, CWLZ15, CSTZ16,
DJS16, RZS+15, GCZ13, QSRGDAJD13]. recommenders [BCD+13].
Recommending [CDR19, HLL14].
Reconstruction [LY+19].
Reconstructions [FE15]. Record [XZH+17, BVCH13]. records [TEP11].
Recovery [CCZ+15, ZLZ15, ZMH+15].
RecRules [CDR19]. RecSys [ZSLC19].
Reducent [YFJ+18]. Recurring [LWH12].
RECYCLE [HY+11]. Redesign [HMS+14].
Reducing [BD11]. Reduction [CSN+17, XTW17]. Refined [LCD17].
Region-Adaptive [CCZ+15]. registration [TLWZ11]. Regression [LHS18].
Regularization [LCD17, WZHL14, SZC11].
Regularization-Based [LCD17].
Regularized [XTW17]. regulative [BBMP13]. Reinforcement [BC19, GJSC16, NDW+19, WXZ+16].
Relations [CXW+19, RHF16, WC12, MKL11].
Relationship [CRYT12, LLY12, ODP+17].
Representation [DTL15, GQY+19]. LTS+15, YLY+19, ZLZ15, ZCL+18, SHZ13].
Representation-Based [DTL15, GQY+19].
Representations [GH18, FKSS13].
Resilient [JLL18]. resolution [CST13].

Resource [DPC16, FT10]. Resources [CLBM15, PMR+17, CXW+13].
respiratory [LMWS13]. Response [CMR15]. Restoration [CHY15].
Restricted [BFHP12, SRMW19]. Result [KCTT16, XXL+17]. Results [AGP17, KZL+17, ZWZS16]. Resume [ZW19]. ResumeVis [ZW19]. Ret [BI17].
Retrieval [CHHH18, Pail16, PSLB12, SR17, SST+15, WJY+18, WZZ+16, YWZ+17, ZYH+17, ZWHL17, CCLL13, WH11b].
Return [HCTC12]. Retweet [LMC+15]. Revealing [FE15]. Reversion [HYL+18].
Review [BTHT19, IVS+16, WXYL12, YC12, ZFH+18]. reviews [ZDC+13]. RFID [FGL17]. RGB [FE15, HYZ15, ZYT+15, ZSS+15, ZLT15].
RGB-D [FE15, HYZ15, ZYT+15, ZSS+15, ZLT15].
Rhetorical [RHT+18]. Rich [FC15, Min16].
right [BD11]. Risk [GJSC16, GJJC17, NYBG17, PPPM18, VKLY18, BSW+13, OY13, RCN10].
Risk-Scoring [NYBG17]. Risk-Sensitive [VKLY18]. Road [RXK+17]. Robot [HAAM12, TBK+10]. Robots [ZS18, CKS10].
Robust [EMF12, FXR+17, HBK+16, HCLM15, WHR13, YLY+19].
ZYT+15, ZYSL12, ZGP+18]. Role [DJS16, HGE17, MPA13]. Romagna [CGMC11].
Rotorcraft [MJVL16]. Route [DCF+18]. Routes [HLL14, WPL13].
Routine [LCLN18]. routines [FGP11].

SAT-based [LHC+13]. Satellite [LPR19].
Scalable [BMTT16, CMR15, CCK+18, PFS17, RXK+17, SSL+18, VNL+11]. Scale [ASW+19, CQZ+12, HDTG15, LJC+11].


Suggestion [LJC+11, WFW12, SLWW13, YJHL11]. suitable [OSM+13]. Sulfur [SRM+12].


Tag [BBS+16, FSS15, LM11, TC19, ZWH17, CFG13, CZLS13, GJ13, FGL17]. Tagged [TRDD12, ZWH17, ZLY+18, THY+11].
tagging [WHJ+11]. Tags [SC17]. Tail [WZS+15]. Take [LPR19]. Taken [ZSLC19].

teaming [TBK+10]. Teams [SS11].


Thermal [GRR+15]. Thing [YSN+17]. Things [YSN+17]. Threaded [KW17].

TIARA [LZP+12]. Ticket [GG15]. Ties [HL19]. Time [ABG+11, BB15, CGZ18, HLL14, RSCOVCM17, TLW+15, TTFS18, VDL+19, WC12, WTK+19, ZLT15, ZLY+18, ZHZ18, BKB10]. Time-Sensitive [HLL14].
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